ACROSS
1  Liberal delivers contents of Homer (8)
5  Endlessly squander fortune to get healthier (3-3)
9  Match is wrapped in fabric tissue (8)
10 Hunger for celebrity videotape, but contents are deleted (6)
12 Physicist brought back free air-conditioning (5)
13 Shopping for cooked rice or eggs (one gramme lighter) (9)
14 Drug philosopher (6)
16 Tool used to make bridge? (7)
18 Toasted vegetable is picked up (7)
20 Many stars are not straight about Hollywood's nearest airport (6)
22 Hurdles broken flagpoles from left to right (9)
23 Despise rehab: horrid to take part (5)
24 Prophecy Cassandra originally uttered outside Egyptian capital (6)
25 Appeared to write copy about quality of TV on both sides (8)

DOWN
1  I would be healthy without salt, perhaps (6)
2  In remote region of Ghana, a rank brook runs (7-8)
3  Spice up French writer (5)
4  Cradle needs a supervisor (7)
6  Alert to position of soccer sponsor's logo (2,3,4)
7  Dollars turn into euros in forge? (7,8)
8  Arsenal are rusty in unorthodox formation (8)
11 Succumbs to crooks (4)
15 Case of viral infection quarantined ruined fort (9)
17 Request to stop gifts of seafood (8)
19 Desire goes up a lot (4)
20 The whole thing gets undone with key (7)
21 Control report of wedding (6)
23 Liberal politician split beer (5)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday March 4
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Tuesday March 6
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT